Sea Scout Reduced Price Kayak Purchase Program

Jackson Kayak (www.Jacksonkayak.com) is based in Sparta, TN, and builds kayaks (for rivers, lakes and oceans, as well as specialized fishing kayaks) and stand up paddleboards (SUPs). Bellyak (www.Bellyak.com) is based in Asheville, NC, and builds prone paddleboards – essentially kayaks that are paddled while you’re lying down. Both companies have set the common sense rules below, designed to ensure that these offers are not abused. Violating these rules will mean that offending units will not have access to this benefit, and could mean that this benefit is no longer available to any Sea Scout.

Program Rules

1. Manufacturers reserve the right to change the rules below, and to terminate this program at any time.
2. All prices are confidential. Do not share with others the prices you receive under this program.
3. These discounted prices are offered by the manufacturer, not by local retailers. Do not contact local retail shops about this program.
4. All purchases are for the Sea Scout unit and will be owned by the unit's chartered organization. Personal purchases are not allowed under this program.
5. All boats purchased under this program must be held for at least one calendar year before they can be resold.
6. Pricing will change from time to time. All purchases are prepaid.
7. Manufacturers may require minimum or maximum order quantities.
8. Shipping costs are in addition to boat costs.
9. Any unit wishing to make a purchase under this program must be verified as an active unit by the national Sea Scout program.

For more information about Jackson Kayak’s program, you can contact Jackson’s Special Projects Director, Colin Kemp (ckemp@jacksonkayak.com). For more information about Bellyak’s program, you can contact their owner, Adam Masters (gobellyak@gmail.com). Before placing an order, your unit’s status will have to be confirmed by the Sea Scout Paddling Specialist, Robin Pope (paddling@seascout.org). If you have any questions about the boats or the program, please feel free to contact Robin directly.

Purchase process

1. Contact the Sea Scout Paddling Specialist or company representatives for general information.
2. Make a general decision about what you’d like to purchase.
3. Contact the Sea Scout Paddling Specialist so that your unit can be confirmed as an active and currently registered unit.
4. The Sea Scout Paddling Specialist will confirm that your unit is active by sending an email to your unit and to the company representatives.
5. Once confirmed as an active unit, you can receive up to date pricing and arrange for purchases.